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Resource person details:  

Dr. Chandrasekhar Patro has teaching experience in pharmacy along with 7 years in research 

activities. His area of research interest is in novel drug delivery system 

About the workshop 

The workshop was organized on “Copyrights and Patents” on 20 th Sep 2018. Total 

19(Nineteen) participants of SoET, SoM, SoAS and SoVET participated. This workshop focus was on 

to make participants enlighten skills to apply for patenting and protect copyright of the innovation 

achieved through research.Copyrights and patents provide legal grounds for ownership and the 

right to pursue legal recourse if someone infringes on your idea. Otherwise, people can go 

around stealing ideas and creations and selling them as their own. It's hard to prove that one 

person had an idea over another, which is why most artists and businesses apply for 

protection the second they create something new. Patents, typically utility patents, and 

copyrights are both types of intellectual property that grant rights to creators and inventors 

and protect their work from being exploited without their permission but differ in the type of 

property they protect. Business success hinges on ideas. 

Objective of the workshop: 

This workshop focus was on to make participants enlighten skills to apply for patenting and 

protect copyright of the innovation achieved through research. 

OUTCOME: 

The need of copy rights in the field of research was felt and skills and knowledge to prepare 

the write up and procedure of filing a patent was discussed. The participants were equipped with skills 

to apply for patenting and protect copyright of the innovation achieved through research.  
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